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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a semi-blind source separation method
under the assumption that the original signal of a certain source is
given in advance. Main purpose of the proposed method is acoustic
echo reduction. The proposed method can be regarded as an optimal
coupling of linear echo canceller, multichannel source separation,
and nonlinear echo suppressor under a newly proposed semi-blind
local Gaussian modeling. We analyze the behavior of the proposed
method when phase component of the acoustic transfer function of
a loudspeaker is fluctuated. It is shown that the proposed method
is more robust against phase fluctuation than the conventional lin-
ear echo canceller. Furthermore, the proposed method is superior
to full-rank local Gaussian modeling and a cascade method of the
linear echo canceller and the full-rank local Gaussian modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic echo reduction technique [1] is one of essential functions
in TV conferencing systems. Many echo reduction techniques have
been studied. Conventional approaches can be divided into linear
echo cancellers [1] and nonlinear echo suppressors. When acoustic
transfer function between a loudspeaker and a microphone is linear,
theoretically, linear echo cancellers are the best solution for acous-
tic echo reduction. However, linear echo cancellers are sensitive to
change of the acoustic transfer function. When the acoustic transfer
function fluctuates in a short period, the linear echo cancellers can
not reduce acoustic echo sufficiently. Especially, the linear echo
cancellers are fragile to phase fluctuation of the acoustic transfer
function. If distance between the loudspeaker and the microphone
move by about 4 cm, phase component of 4000Hz will be reversed.
In the reverberant room, phase fluctuation frequently occurs due to
reverberation. In this case, the nonlinear echo suppressors based on
single channel noise reduction techniques [2] such as Wiener filter-
ing and spectral subtraction are preferable [3]. An alternative way
for residual noise reduction is an integrated method of the linear
acoustic echo canceller and multichannel source separation such
as a generalized sidelobe canceller [4] or semi-blind source sep-
aration [5]. These techniques optimize linear echo canceller and
multichannel-beamforming simultaneously. However, these tech-
niques remain linear filtering techniques. One of authors proposed
multichannel acoustic echo reduction technique by using amplitude
difference between microphones [10]. However, this technique is
only a nonlinear filtering.

In this paper, we propose an optimal coupling of linear echo
canceller, multichannel spatial beamforming, and single channel
echo suppressor. The proposed method is an extension of local
Gaussian modeling (LGM) [6][7][8][9]. LGM approximates the
multichannel covariance matrix of each source as multiplication of
a time-variant scalar coefficient and a time-invariant matrix. The
time-invariant matrix is related to direction of arrival of each source.
Duong et al. proposed approximation of the time-invariant matrix as
a full-rank matrix [7]. LGM with the full-rank matrices is shown to
be robust against reverberation i.e. phase fluctuation. However, the
original LGM cannot be applied for acoustic echo reduction prob-

lem. In this paper, LGM is extended in the following respect to
apply for acoustic echo reduction problem:

1. The original LGM is blind source separation under the condi-
tion that original signals of all sources are unknown. We extend
LGM for semi-blind source separation under the condition that
a certain source is given in advance.

2. The original LGM neglects late reverberation and approximates
microphone input signal as instantaneous mixtures at time-
frequency domain. However, late reverberation of loudspeaker
signal cannot be neglected, because it causes acoustic feedback.
We extends LGM for convolutive mixtures of the loudspeaker
signal in the time-frequency domain.

The original LGM regards probability distribution function of each
source as a Gaussian distribution with 0-mean and full-rank covari-
ance matrix. Each source is assumed to be independent of one an-
other. In convolutive mixtures case, acoustic echo component of
each tap is not independent of one another. The proposed method
models probability distribution function of loudspeaker signal as
a Gaussian distribution with non 0-mean and full-rank covariance
matrix. Non 0-mean component is related to linear part of acoustic
echo (dependent part of each tap), and full-rank covariance matrix
is related to residual echo (independent part of each tap). Optimiza-
tion scheme of the proposed method is based on the EM algorithm
[11].

Experimental results show that the proposed method is robust
against phase fluctuation, and the proposed method is superior to
the linear echo canceller or the full-rank local Gaussian modeling.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The m-th microphone input signal xm(t) is converted into time-
frequency domain by using short term Fourier transform. In the
microphone input signal at each time-frequency point is defined as
follows:

xxx f ,τ = [ x1, f ,τ . . . xM, f ,τ ], (1)

where f is the frequency index, τ is the frame index, and M is the
number of the microphones. The microphone input signal is com-
posed of near-end speech signal and far-end acoustic echo. There-
fore, xxx f ,τ can be modeled under the narrowband assumption as fol-
lows:

xxx f ,τ =
Ns

∑
i=1

si, f ,τaaai, f ,τ +
Ld

∑
j=1

d f ,τ− j+1bbb j, f ,τ (2)

where aaai, f ,τ is steering vector of the i-th near end speech, si, f ,τ is the
source signal of the i-th near-end speech, Ns is the number of near-
end speech sources, d f ,τ is a reference signal of far-end speech, and
bbb j, f ,τ is the j-th transfer function of the far-end speech. For far-end
speech signal, reverberation cannot be neglected, because reverber-
ation causes acoustic feedback. Therefore, the far-end speech signal
is modeled as a convolutive mixture in Eq. 2. In the echo cancella-
tion problem, the reference signal d f ,τ can be assumed to be given.
Purpose of the acoustic echo canceller is to remove acoustic echo
component from microphone input signal xxx f ,τ by using the given
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d f ,τ . All variables i.e. si, f ,τ , aaai, f ,τ , d f ,τ , bbb j, f ,τ are assumed to
be independent of each other. However, d f ,τ , d f ,τ−1, . . . are cor-
related with each other because these variables are caused by the
same source component. Furthermore, the source signals i.e. si, f ,τ
and d f ,τ are assumed to be 0-mean.

2.1 Local Gaussian Modeling

The microphone input signal can be converted as follows:

xxx f ,τ =
Ns

∑
i=1

ccci, f ,τ +
Ld

∑
j=1

eee j, f ,τ , (3)

where

ccci, f ,τ = si, f ,τaaai, f ,τ , (4)

eee j, f ,τ = d f ,τ− j+1bbb j, f ,τ , (5)

ccci, f ,τ is the multichannel signal of the i-th source, eee j, f ,τ is the mul-
tichannel residual echo signal associated with d f ,τ− j+1. Duong et
al., [7] proposed a blind source separation technique which esti-
mates the maximum likelihood value of ccci, f ,τ by the EM algorithm
under the condition that ccc1, f ,τ . . .cccNs, f ,τ are mutually independent.
Duong’s method uses the approximation that the probability func-
tion of ccci, f ,τ is a Gaussian distribution with 0-mean and a multi-
channel covariance matrix which is multiplication of a time-variant
scale factor and a time-invariant matrix (LGM: local Gaussian mod-
eling).

2.2 Straightforward semi-blind LGM by using 0-mean and
full-rank covariance model

The most straightforward approach for semi-blind source sep-
aration is a simple extension of LGM with 0-mean and full-
rank covariance matrix under the assumption that ccc1, f ,τ . . .cccNs, f ,τ ,
eee j, f ,τ . . .eee j, f ,τ−Ld+1 are mutually independent and are Gaussian dis-
tributions with 0-mean and a multichannel covariance matrix. By
following this approach, the multichannel covariance matrix of the
microphone input signal can be approximated as sum of multichan-
nel covariance matrix of each source. However, this approxima-
tion is problematic, because actually, d f ,τ− j+1 is a deterministic
variable, and expected value of cross spectral of eee j, f ,τ and eee j2, f ,τ ,

E[eee j, f ,τeee
H
j2, f ,τ

] is not 0 as follows:

E[eee j, f ,τeee
H
j2, f ,τ ]

= E[d f ,τ− j+1d
∗
f ,τ− j2+1bbb j, f ,τbbb

H
j2, f ,τ ]

= d f ,τ− j+1d
∗
f ,τ− j2+1b̂bb j, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDDb̂bb

H
j2, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD 6= 0, (6)

where E[·] is an operator for mathematical expectation.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Overview of proposed method

The local Gaussian modeling cannot be straightforwardly applied
for acoustic echo reduction problem, because cross spectral of
eee1, f ,τ . . .eeeLd , f ,τ are not zero. To overcome this situation, the pro-
posed method uses decorrelation of eee j, f ,τ by using linear filtering
as follows:

êee j, f ,τ = eee j, f ,τ −d f ,τ− j+1E[bbb j, f ,τ ]. (7)

Cross spectral of êee1, f ,τ . . . êeeLd , f ,τ are expected to be zero.
êee1, f ,τ . . . êeeLd , f ,τ are mutually independent and are Gaussian distri-
butions with 0-mean and a multichannel covariance matrix. There-
fore, if the microphone input signal is composed of ccc1, f ,τ . . .cccNs, f ,τ ,
êee j, f ,τ . . . êee j, f ,τ−Ld+1, the multichannel covariance matrix of the mi-
crophone input signal can be approximated as sum of covariance
matrices of ccc1, f ,τ . . .cccNs, f ,τ , êee j, f ,τ . . . êee j, f ,τ−Ld+1. Therefore, distri-
bution function of loudspeaker signal can be modeled as a Gaussian
distribution with non 0-mean and full-rank covariance matrix.

In accordance with the above discussion, we propose an ex-
tended version of Duong’ method to semi-blind source separation
case with non-0 mean and full-rank covariance matrix of loud-
speaker signal. Semi-blind source separation case with local Gaus-
sian modeling is different from the original blind source separation
technique, because the original blind source separation method only
estimates the covariance matrix of each source, but the proposed
method must estimate the covariance matrix and the average value
of acoustic transfer function of the far-end source simultaneously.

3.2 Likelihood function

The log likelihood function which is intended to be maximized by
the proposed method is defined as follows:

L(XXX |θθθ ,DDD) = ∑
f

∑
τ

{

−(xxx f ,τ −µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD)HRRR−1
x, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD

(xxx f ,τ −µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD)

− log |RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD|− log |2π|
M
2
,

}

(8)

where XXX = {xxx f ,τ}, DDD = {ddd f ,τ}, H is an operator for Hermitian
transpose of a vector/matrix, θθθ is a model parameter vector which
is required to be optimized. µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD is the average vector of the

microphone input signal at the frame τ and the frequency f , and
RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD is the covariance matrix of the microphone input signal

at the corresponding time-frequency point. µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD is modeled by

using Eq. 2 as follows.

µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = E[xxx f ,τ |θθθ ,DDD] =
Ld

∑
j=1

d f ,τ− j+1E[bbb j, f ,τ |θθθ ,DDD], (9)

where E[·|θθθ ,DDD] is an operator for conditional expectation with
given θθθ and DDD, E[si, f ,τ |θθθ ,DDD] is assumed to be 0 under the inde-
pendence assumption and 0-mean assumption of each source. On
contrary to this, E[d f ,τ |θθθ ,DDD] = d f ,τ . The multichannel covariance
matrix of the microphone input signal can also be expanded as fol-
lows:

RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = E[(xxx f ,τ −µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD)(xxx f ,τ −µµµ f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD)H |θθθ ,DDD]

=
Ns

∑
i=1

vi, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDDRRRai, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD

+
Ld

∑
j=1

|d f ,τ− j+1|
2RRRb j , f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD, (10)

where

vi, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = E[|si, f ,τ |
2|θθθ ,DDD]

RRRai, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = E[aaai, f ,τaaa
H
i, f ,τ |θθθ ,DDD],

RRRb j , f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = E[(bbb j, f ,τ − b̂bb j, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD)(bbb j, f ,τ − b̂bb j, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD)H |θθθ ,DDD].

The average vector of echo transfer function b̂bb j, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD is defined as

E[bbb j, f ,τ |θθθ ,DDD], which is corresponding to the linear part. Therefore,

b̂bb j, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD can be approximated as time-invariant value b̂bb j, f |θθθ ,DDD.

According to time-invariant approximation of the multichannel
covariance matrix by Duong et al., [7] the multichannel covariance
matrices are approximated as follows:

RRRai, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = RRRai, f |θθθ ,DDD,

RRRb j , f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = RRRb j , f |θθθ ,DDD, .

3.3 EM algorithm for estimating model parameter

Similarly to the original Duong method, the proposed method uses
EM algorithm [11] by estimating the covariance matrix and the av-
erage value of the acoustic transfer function. The model parameter
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θθθ is defined as {{RRRai, f |θθθ ,DDD},{RRRb j , f |θθθ ,DDD},{vi, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD},{b̂bb j, f |θθθ ,DDD}}.

In E step, sufficient statistics of ccci, f ,τ , eee j, f ,τ under the given pa-
rameter θθθ t are obtained. In M step, new parameter vector θθθ t+1 is
obtained by maximizing the likelihood function by using the suffi-
cient statistics that are obtained in the E step.

The E step and the M step can be described as follows:
E step:

WWW c,i = vi, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDDRRRai, f |θθθ t ,DDDRRR
−1
x, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDD

(11)

WWW e, j = |d f ,τ− j+1|
2RRRb j , f |θθθ t ,DDDRRR

−1
x, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDD

(12)

ĉcci, f ,τ =WWW c,i(xxx f ,τ −∑
j2

d f ,τ− j2+1b̂bb j2, f |θθθ t ,DDD) (13)

êee j, f ,τ =WWW e, j(xxx f ,τ −∑
j2

d f ,τ− j2+1b̂bb j2, f |θθθ t ,DDD) (14)

R̂RRci, f |θθθ t ,DDD = ĉcci, f ,τ ĉcc
H
i, f ,τ + vi, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDD(III−WWW c,i)RRRai, f |θθθ t ,DDD, (15)

R̂RRe j , f |θθθ t ,DDD = êee j, f ,τ êee
H
j, f ,τ + |d f ,τ− j+1|

2(III−WWW e, j)RRRb j , f |θθθ t ,DDD, (16)

where III is an identity matrix.
M step:
The model parameter vector θθθ t+1 is obtained in the M step as fol-
lows:

vi, f ,τ|θθθ t+1,DDD =
1

M
tr
(

RRR−1
ai, f |θθθ t ,DDD

R̂RRci, f |θθθ t ,DDD

)

, (17)

RRRai, f |θθθ t+1,DDD =
1

L
∑
τ

1

vi, f ,τ|θθθ t+1,DDD

R̂RRci, f |θθθ t ,DDD, (18)

RRRb j , f |θθθ t+1,DDD =
1

L
∑
τ

1

|d f ,τ− j+1|2
R̂RRb j , f |θθθ t ,DDD, (19)

b̂bb j, f |θθθ t+1,DDD is obtained so as to maximize the original likelihood

function L(XXX |θθθ ,DDD) under the condition that RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDD

as follows:

∂L(XXX |θθθ ,DDD,RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD = RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDD)

∂bbb j, f |θθθ ,DDD

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
b̂bb j, f |θθθ t+1 ,DDD

= 0

↔ ∑
τ

RRR−1
x, f ,τ|θt ,DDD

BBB f |θθθ t+1,DDDDDD f ,τDDD
H
f ,τ = ∑

τ

RRR−1
x, f ,τ|θt ,DDD

xxx f ,τDDD
H
f ,τ

↔ vec
(

BBB f |θθθ t+1,DDD

)

=
(

∑
τ

(DDD f ,τDDD
H
f ,τ )

T ⊗RRR−1
x, f ,τ|θt ,DDD

)−1
·

vec
(

∑
τ

RRR−1
x, f ,τ|θt ,DDD

xxx f ,τDDD
H
f ,τ

)

, (20)

where T is the transpose operator of a matrix/vector,
vec is a vec operator [12] which expands a matrix
into a vector, ⊗ is kronecker product of two matrices,

BBB f |θθθ t+1
is [ b̂bb1, f |θθθ t+1,DDD . . . b̂bbLd , f |θθθ t+1,DDD

], and DDD f ,τ is

[ d f ,τ . . . d f ,τ−Ld+1 ]T .
The proposed method performs the E step and the M step iter-

atively. The final output signal is MMSE solution ĉcci, f ,τ which is
defined in Eq. 13. Inter-frequency permutation problem is solved
by using power spectral correlation method [13].

3.4 Interpretation of MMSE of near-end speech ĉcci, f ,τ

Eq. 13 can be divided into the linear echo canceller part, the spa-
tial beamforming part, and the nonlinear echo suppressor part as

follows:

ĉcci, f ,τ =
vi, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDDσa, f

Px, f ,τ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Non-Linear echo suppressor part

RRRai, f |θθθ t ,DDD

σa, f
(
RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDD

Px, f ,τ
)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Spatial beamformer

(xxx f ,τ −∑
j2

d f ,τ− j2+1b̂bb j2, f |θθθ t ,DDD)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Linear echo canceller part

, (21)

where Px, f ,τ = ∑i vi, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDDσa, f + ∑ j |d f ,τ− j+1|
2σe, f , σa, f =

tr(RRRai, f |θθθ t ,DDD), and σe, f = tr(RRRb j , f |θθθ t ,DDD). Px, f ,τ is the estimated mo-

mentary power of the microphone input signal at the frequency
f and the frame τ . In a similar way, vi, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDDσa, f is the esti-

mated momentary power of the i-th near-end speech source, and

|d f ,τ− j+1|
2σe, f is the estimated momentary power of the j-th tap

of the residual echo component. The first part can be regarded as
a single channel noise suppressor based on an estimation of signal-
to-input ratio at each time-frequency point. The second part is a
spatial beamforming from the multichannel signal. The third part
is a linear echo canceller in which echo component is suppressed
independently at each microphone. These three parts are simultane-
ously optimized by maximizing the likelihood function. Therefore,
the proposed method can be regarded as an optimum coupling of
linear echo canceller, multichannel spatial beamformer, and non-
linear echo suppressor.

4. EVALUATION

The proposed method is evaluated from two points of view. The
first evaluation is robustness evaluation against phase fluctuation of
loudspeaker acoustic transfer function. The second evaluation is
echo reduction performance evaluation at a real meeting room. The
common parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Experimental common parameters
Sampling rate [Hz] 8000
Frame size [pt] 512
Frame shift [pt] 128

The proposed method is compared with three approaches. The first
approach is linear echo canceller. The second approach is semi-
blind LGM with 0-mean and full-rank covariance matrix. The third
approach is cascade method of linear echo canceller and full-rank
method which is defined in the following subsection.

4.1 An alternative way by cascade method of linear echo can-
celler and full-rank method

An alternative way to the proposed method is a cascade method
of linear echo canceller and 0-mean and full-rank covariance semi-
blind LGM. In this approach, estimation of linear part of acoustic

echo path b̂bb j, f |θθθ t ,DDD by Eq. 20 is replaced by the simple least-squares

solution as follows:

vec
(

BBB f |θθθ t+1,DDD

)

=
(

∑
τ

(DDD f ,τDDD
H
f ,τ )

T ⊗ III
)−1

vec
(

∑
τ

xxx f ,τDDD
H
f ,τ

)

.

BBB f |θθθ t+1,DDD does not depend on the parameter vector θθθ . Therefore,

BBB f |θθθ t+1,DDD can be estimated before performing the EM algorithm.
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4.2 Robustness evaluation against phase fluctuation of loud-
speaker acoustic transfer function

Analysis is performed by using the virtual impulse response with
impulse response generator [14]. The number of microphones was
set to be 3. A equilateral triangle array whose one-side is 4 cm was
used. Reverberation time was set to be 0.2 [sec]. The number of
near-end sources is set to be 3. In this evaluation, the phase compo-
nent of the loudspeaker signal is modified artificially as follows:

d f ,τ = |d f ,τ |exp(φd f ,τ
+π p f ,τ ), (22)

where φd f ,τ
is the phase component of d f ,τ , p f ,τ is a random vari-

able whose distribution is 0-mean and ε2-variance Gaussian distri-
bution.

The number of EM iterations is set to be 100 in this exper-
iment. The evaluation measure is NRR (Noise Reduction Ratio)
[dB] which is defined as follows:

NRR = −10log10
∑t(∑i ŝi(t)−∑i si(t))

2

∑t(x(t)−∑i si(t))
2

, (23)

where ŝi(t) is an estimation for si(t) (the i-th near-end source sig-
nal), x(t) is microphone input signal. The experimental result with
variable ε is shown in Fig. 1. It is shown that the proposed method

Figure 1: Evaluation result of robustness against phase fluctuation
of loudspeaker transfer function

is superior to other methods at wide range of ε . Especially, the pro-
posed method is superior to the cascade method. The linear part of
the cascade method is independently optimized from the latter semi-
blind LGM part. On contrary to the cascade method, the linear part
of the propose method is affected by the multichannel beamforming
part and the nonlinear echo suppressor part through the estimated
covariance matrix of the microphone input signal RRRx, f ,τ|θθθ ,DDD. Intu-

itively, when the near-end speech signals and the non-linear residual
echo is dominant, the weight of the corresponding time-frame is low
for estimation of the linear part of the proposed method. The linear
part of the proposed method is estimated by using only linear-echo
dominant frames.

When ε is small-valued, the linear part of the loudspeaker trans-
fer function is dominant, and the linear echo canceller is superior
to the semi-blind LGM with 0-mean and full-rank covariance. In
the proposed method, the linear echo canceller part is automatically
used on a priority basis in this case. When the ε is large-valued,
the nonlinear part of the loudspeaker transfer function is dominant,
and echo reduction performance of the linear echo canceller is dra-
matically decreased. In this case, the semi-blind LGM with 0-mean

and full-rank covariance is shown to be effective, and the proposed
method automatically selects the multichannel beamforming part
and the nonlinear echo suppressor part. It is clear by analyzing spa-
tial beam-pattern of the proposed method. Spatial beampattern of
the proposed method with various ε is shown in Fig. 2. It is said
that the spatial null is steeper with increase of the effect of the fluc-
tuation and decrease of echo reduction performance of the linear
echo canceller. In the proposed method, when the phase fluctuation

Figure 2: Beampattern of the proposed method

of loudspeaker acoustic transfer function is large, the spatial beam-
forming part reduces the acoustic echo component instead of the
linear echo canceller part.

Next, the proposed method under the condition that the num-
ber of near-end speech sources is set to be 3 is compared with the
proposed method under the condition that the number of near-end
speech sources is set to be 1 (single source model). The evaluation
result is shown in Fig. 3. The proposed method under the condition

Figure 3: Comparison of proposed method with single source model

that the number of near-end speech sources is 3 is better than the
single source model. The time-variant coefficient, vi, f ,τ|θθθ t ,DDDσa, f , is

not correctly estimated in the single source model. The estimation
error of the time-variant coefficient affects the estimation error of
RRRx. Therefore, the linear echo canceller part is correctly estimated
in the single source model.
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4.3 Echo reduction performance evaluation at a real meeting
room

The proposed method is evaluated by using impulse responses
which are measured in the real meeting room. The room is shown
in Fig. 4. The reverberation time is about 500 ms. The recording
sampling rate was 32000 Hz. Impulse responses were downsam-
pled to 8000 Hz. The number of near-end sources is set to be 2.
The distance between a microphone array and sources is 1 m. The

Figure 4: Experimental environment

number of the microphones is set to be 8. The microphone array
is shown in Fig. 5. The microphone elements are omni-directional.
The number of EM iterations is set to be 100 in this experiment.

Figure 5: Microphone array used for evaluation

NRR of each source is evaluated in this experiment. Experimental
results are shown in Table. 2.

Table 2: Experimental result in a real meeting room: evaluation
measure is NRR [dB]

Semi-blind LGM
with 0-mean and
full-rank covari-
ance matrix

Cascade
method

Proposed
method

Average 9.96 10.50 11.00

Source 1 10.20 10.80 11.09

Source 2 9.72 10.19 10.92

The proposed method is superior to “Semi-blind LGM with 0-mean
and full-rank covariance matrix” and “Cascade method”. “Semi-
blind LGMwith 0-mean and full-rank covariance matrix” is inferior
to the proposed method, because cross spectral term of the far-end
loudspeaker signals is neglected in this method.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS

In this paper, a novel echo reduction technique was proposed.
The proposed method optimizes linear echo canceller part, multi-
channel spatial beamforming part, and nonlinear echo suppressor
part. These three parts are optimized by using the same likelihood
function based on semi-blind local Gaussian modeling (semi-blind
LGM). All three parts are affected by each other. This is the ma-
jor difference between the proposed method and a cascade method
of the linear echo canceller and semi-blind local Gaussian model
with 0-mean and full-rank covariance model. The experimental re-
sult show that the proposed method is superior to the linear echo
canceller, semi-blind LGM with 0-mean and full-rank covariance
model, and the cascade model.

The proposed method is an offline method. In the real TV con-
ferencing system, the optimization scheme which can be used for
sample-by-sample execution. The proposed method can be easily
extended to an onlinemethod by using an online LGM scheme pro-
posed by authors [8] in the near future.
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